A global, customer-driven, family-owned company.

Jokey has stood for outstanding expertise in plastic injection moulding since 1968. As a family-owned company, based in Wipperfürth, Germany, we are one of the world’s largest manufacturers, innovators and technology leaders in the field of rigid plastic packaging—and have been a pioneer in sustainable packaging for more than 30 years.

The Jokey Group
Innovative since 1968.

The Jokey Group
facts & figures.

- 15 PLANTS IN 12 COUNTRIES
- 2,000 EMPLOYEES FROM 43 NATIONS
- 8,000 CUSTOMERS IN 86 COUNTRIES
- 496 MILLION EURO TURNOVER
- 501 IN-MOLD-LABELING ROBOTS
- 1990 FIRST BUCKET MADE OF 100% RECYCLATE
- 1999 615 INJECTION MOULDING MACHINES
- 40–1,800 TONS CLOSING FORCE
- 40–1,800 TONS CLOSING FORCE

The Jokey Group locations worldwide

- Jokey SE
  51688 Wipperfürth
  Germany

- Jokey Gummersbach SE
  51645 Gummersbach
  Germany

- Jokey Sohland GmbH
  02689 Sohland / Spree
  Germany

- Jokey Werkzeugbau GmbH
  51789 Lindlar
  Germany

- Jokey France S. A. S.
  62113 Labourse
  France

- TREPLAS Plasticos S. L.
  30080 Murcia
  Spain

- Jokey Praha s. r. o.
  25087 Mochov
  Czech Republic

- Jokey Poland Sp. z o. o.
  47-230 Kędzierzyn-Koźle
  Poland

- Jokey Mogilew OOO
  212008 Mogilew
  Belarus

- Jokey Uljanovsk OOO
  432072 Uljanovsk
  Russia

- Jokey BG d.o.o.
  22330 Nova Pazova
  Serbia

- Jokey Turkey Ambalaj Sanayi A. S
  41455 Dilovası – Kocaeli
  Turkey

- Jokey Egypt for Plastic Packaging Industries
  Badr City, Cairo
  Egypt

- Joktal S. A. R. L.
  31140 Oued-Tlélat Oran
  Algeria

- Jokey North America Inc.
  Goderich, ON, N7A 3X8
  Canada

- Jokey Plastics Inc.
  100 International Drive
  Aurora, Illinois, IL 60506
  USA
Our good market position is due to a sustainable business strategy—shaped by values that the owner family represents both internally and externally. They are the cornerstones of our decisions. Today and in future.

**Down-to-earth attitude**

Jokey is a traditional and modern global player and regionally committed. We reinvest our profits. Our high equity ratio gives us stability in volatile markets—and agility when it comes to innovation, quality, service and sustainability.

**Quality and competence**

Every day and everywhere, we strive for quality and competence. It begins with simple things as thoroughness and order and extends to the continuous development of the professional and personal competence of every employee, every manager and every shareholder.

**Respectful honesty**

We communicate openly, honestly and transparently. We regard feedback as an incentive to improve. By respectful honesty, we open up new creative possibilities for our employees, and we are a trustworthy partner to our customers, partners and stakeholders.

**Eco logical and social responsibility**

As a family business, we take our responsibility towards people and nature very seriously: as a safe and crisis-proof employer, as a guarantor for a sustainable business policy, and as a pioneer for sustainable packaging, and a participant in shaping the ecological balance.

---

**Jokey values**

**Packaging solutions**

The right packaging for every purpose.

**Jokey Individual**

Packaging individually designed and decorated for you.

**Jokey Technics**

Technical plastic parts of uncompromising quality.

**Jokey SPA**

Our brand variety for your bathroom idea.